This article presents thermal performance analysis, flow visualization, and heat transfer characteristic in a round tube heat exchanger inserted with wavy V-rib. The novel design of the wavy V-rib not only allows mass production and simple installation in the heating system but also remains the thermal performance and the heat transfer rate as near as those of the V-baffle design. The numerical investigation with finite volume method is selected to study and describe the mechanisms in the test section. The effects of rib thickness, rib height, and flow direction are considered for the turbulent regime. The numerical results are reported in terms of flow structure and heat transfer behavior. The relationship of the Nusselt number, friction factor, and thermal enhancement factor with various parameters is also concluded. The numerical results reveal that the optimum thermal performance is detected for the wavy V-rib at b/D around 0.1-0.15, while the optimal t/D is around 0.15-0.20 when considered at the simplicity of the wavy V-rib production.
Introduction
Thermal performance improvement in heat exchangers has been done using vortex generators or turbulators. Rib, winglet, baffle, twisted tape, and roughness surface are types of the vortex generators which are inserted in the heating or cooling systems to enhance heat transfer rate and thermal performance. The vortex flow and swirling flow which are created by the vortex generators are reason for heat transfer enhancement. The development of the vortex generators had been done by many researchers. The development depends on many factors such as vortex generator production, vortex generator installation, application of the heat exchanger, and maintenance.
The inclined and V-shaped baffles (thin rib) inserted in the heating tube/channel heat exchanger were investigated. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The influences of the flow attack angle, baffle height, pitch spacing, and baffle shape were considered.
The numerical investigation was selected to study the problems as it can report the results in terms of flow visualization and heat transfer characteristic. The understanding of mechanisms in the test section can help to design the new configuration of the vortex generators and the compact heat exchanger. As the numerical results, the researchers reported that the V-shaped baffle gives high effectiveness on thermal performance improvement. The V-shaped and inclined baffles can produce the vortex flow or swirling flow in the heating section that helps to augment heat transfer rate and thermal performance. However, it is difficult to produce and install the V-shaped and inclined baffles in the real system.
The winglet-type vortex generators were inserted in the heating or cooling systems to improve heat transfer rate and performance. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] The parameters, such as configuration, flow attack angle, and winglet spacing, of the winglet vortex generators were investigated using both numerical and experimental methods. The researchers concluded that the winglet vortex generators can produce the longitudinal vortex flow and disturbs the thermal boundary layer on the heating wall, which increase the heat transfer rate and thermal performance of the heat exchanger.
The wavy surface was selected to augment thermohydraulic performance in the fin-and-tube heat exchangers [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and on the channel surface. [29] [30] [31] [32] The numerical and experimental investigations were carried out to analyze the problems. The distinctive point of the wavy surface is the low pressure loss in the system and uncomplicated fabrication.
In this investigation, the V-shaped rib is combined with the wavy surface called ''wavy V-rib.'' The wavy V-rib is inserted in the round tube heat exchanger to produce the vortex flow and disturb the thermal boundary layer on the heating surface. The influences of the rib height, rib thickness, and flow direction are considered for the turbulent regime, Re = 3000-10,000. The wavy V-rib may give the thermal performance similarly as the V-shaped baffle. Moreover, the fabrication and installation of the wavy V-rib are easier than the V-shaped baffle.
Physical model
A circular tube heating system inserted with wavy Vribs is presented in Figure 1 . The tube diameter is equal to 0.05 m. The thin-smooth plate is molded with the rectangular profile like V-rib called ''wavy V-ribs.'' The flow attack angle of the wavy V-ribs is fixed for all cases around 45°. The spacing between rectangular profiles is set around 1D (P/D = 1) in all the investigated cases. The height of the wavy V-ribs is presented with b, while the thickness of the rectangular profile for the wavy Vrib is shown with t. 
Boundary condition and assumption
The circular tube wall is set with the constant heat flux around 600 W/m 2 . The wavy V-rib plate is applied with zero heat flux (insulator). The periodic conditions on flow and heat transfer are applied for start and end planes of the computational domain. No-slip wall condition is used for the tube wall as well as wavy plate.
The flow is turbulent and incompressible. The flow and heat transfer are steady in three dimensions. The test fluid is air at 300 K with Prandtl number around 0.707. The air flows into the circular tube with uniform mass flow rate. The fluid properties are assumed to be constant at the average bulk temperature. The forced convection heat transfer is considered, while the natural convection and radiation heat transfer are ignored. The body-forced viscous dissipation is not measured.
Mathematical foundation and numerical method
The incompressible turbulent flow with steady operation in three dimensions and heat transfer characteristics in the square duct agree governed by continuity, Navier-Stokes, and energy equations. The realizable k-e turbulent model with enhanced wall treatment is used to solve the present problem
where
the constants in the model are given as follows
G k and G b are the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients and buoyancy, respectively. Y M is the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation incompressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate. S k and S e are user-defined source terms. s k and s e are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and e, respectively.
The second-order upwind (SOU) numerical scheme is selected for all governing equations, decoupling with the SIMPLE algorithm using a finite volume method with FLUENT code. The solutions are measured to be converged when the normalized residual is less than 10 29 and 10 25 for the energy equation and the other variables, respectively.
The main parameters studied in this investigation are Reynolds number (Re), friction factor (f ), Nusselt number (Nu), and thermal enhancement factor (TEF). The Reynolds number is calculated from equation (5)
r, m, and u 0 are density, viscosity, and inlet velocity of the fluid, respectively, while D is the diameter of the round tube. The friction factor is defined as
where Dp is the pressure drop across the periodic module, L, and u is the mean flow velocity. The local Nusselt number is computed by
where h x is the local heat transfer coefficient based on bulk temperature and k is the thermal conductivity of the air. The average Nusselt number can be printed by
where A is the heat transfer area of the tube heat exchanger. Thermal performance enhancement factor (TEF) is defined as the ratio of the heat transfer coefficient of an augmented surface h to that of a smooth surface h 0 under the constant pumping power condition. The TEF can be expressed as follows
The f 0 and Nu 0 are the friction factor and the Nusselt number of the smooth tube, respectively.
Numerical validation
The computational domain of this research is validated with the main aim to assure that the numerical result has reliability and high accuracy. The numerical validations are classified as follows: validation of the smooth tube, turbulent model validation, and grid independence. Figure 2 presents the validations of the smooth round tube 34 with no wavy V-rib with respect to the Nusselt number and friction factor. The turbulent models, SST k-v and realizable k-e, are also compared. The numerical result indicates that the deviations of the Nusselt number and friction factor are around 4% and 12%, respectively, when solved the problem with realizable k-e turbulent model.
The verification of grid independence for the computational domain is reported in Figure 3 . The wavy V-rib with b/D = t/D = 0.15 for V-Downstream is selected to test in this part. The five sets of grid cell-80,000, 120,000, 180,000, 220,000, and 280,000-are compared with respect to both heat transfer rate and friction loss. The results reveal that the optimal grid cell is found at grid around 180,000 cells when both time to investigate and accurate results are considered. The grid around 180,000 is selected to create all domains in this investigation. As the preliminary study, it can be concluded that the creation domain is reliable to predict flow and heat transfer mechanisms in the round tube heat exchanger inserted with wavy V-rib.
Numerical results
The mechanisms on flow and heat transfer in the circular tube heat exchanger inserted with wavy V-rib are reported. The understanding of the mechanism in the test tube is an important point to help to improve the thermal performance of the cooling of heating In general, the red and blue layers are found near the tube wall and the core of the test section, respectively, for the smooth tube with no generators. The better fluid mixing is detected when the wavy V-rib was inserted in the heating tube. The red layer near the tube wall is found to be thinner, while the blue layer spreads out from the tube core. The wavy V-rib with VUpstream arrangement gives better temperature distribution than the V-Downstream case.
The local Nusselt number distributions on the tube wall heat exchanger are reported as shown in Figure  9 The insertion of the wavy V-rib in the tube heat exchanger not only increases the heat transfer rate, but also increases the pressure loss. The pressure loss in the test section can describe the friction factor ratio. The efficiency of the tube heat exchanger inserted with wavy V-rib is reported in terms of thermal enhancement factor or TEF, which is calculated from the ratio of the Nusselt number and friction factor at similar pumping power. Figure 12 
Influence of t/D
The effects of the rib thickness or t/D on heat transfer, friction loss, and thermal efficiency are concluded in 
Conclusion
Thermohydraulic performance improvement in a round tube heat exchanger fitted with wavy V-rib plate is investigated numerically in three dimensions. The influences of rib height, rib thickness, and flow direction on heat transfer and thermal performance are considered for turbulent regime (Re = 3000-10,000). The mechanisms of flow and heat transfer when wavy V-rib was inserted in the heating tube are stated. The conclusion for this investigation is reported as follows.
The heat transfer rate and thermal performance in the heating system are enhanced due to the insertion of the wavy V-rib. The wavy V-rib disturbs the thermal boundary layer near the tube wall and brings a better fluid temperature distribution.
The enhancement of rib height for the wavy V-rib increases both heat transfer rate and friction loss in the test tube. The optimum rib height is found around b/D of 0.10-0.15 when the augmentations on the heat transfer rate and friction loss at similar pumping power are considered.
The increment of the rib thickness can reduce the pressure loss at b/D = 0.15 and 0.20, but has a few effect for heat transfer rate and thermal enhancement factor. The suggested thickness of the wavy V-rib for this study is around t/D = 0.15-0.20 as the production process in this range is more convenient than the thin rib (t/D \ 0.15).
The novel design of the wavy V-rib allows mass production and simple installation in the heating system. The uncomplicated process of both installation and maintenance can help to save time and cost for the operation.
The comparison of the thermal enhancement factors of this work with those of the previous researches, such as wavy rib, 35 discrete combined baffle, 36 V-baffle, 37 and discrete-full baffle, 38 is presented in Figure 18 . It is found that the wavy V-rib gives higher thermal performance than the other turbulators when considered at Re = 3000. 
